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II. PROJECT DESCRIPTION 

A. Project Overview

X-ray Computed Tomography (CT) for checked baggage scanning is among the most important elements of 
transportation security [1]. The performance of image analysis algorithms is highly dependent on the quality 
of reconstruction imagery that is used as input to this analysis. When components of a reconstructed slice of 
a bag are poorly resolved or corrupted by artifacts resulting from highly attenuating materials such as metal 
objects, poor segmentation of materials may result in sufficient ambiguity in the bag’s content to require 
human intervention due to a “false alarm” [2,3]. Any improvement in image quality is expected to reduce the 
number of such cases and reduce the cost of operation of the overall system. The great majority of deployed 
CT systems utilize image reconstruction methods based on deterministic descriptions of the mapping from 
the data (sinogram) domain and the image domain. Variants of filtered back-projection are most common 
and can be implemented at high frame rates appropriate for continuous-flow baggage scanning. 
Inversion methods, based on more accurate descriptions of the instrument and modeling of reliability of 
data, may demand more computation in their iterative solution but show promise in related CT applications, 
which may transfer to the security arena. We call this class of methods “model-based image reconstruction” 
(MBIR) [4-8] because they rely on the relatively precise modeling of pixel/Xray interactions, detector behav-
ior, photon counting and electronic noise. MBIR offers a number of potential advantages. First, it can reduce 
noise streaking artifacts caused by metal as compared to traditional filtered back projection (FBP) [7,9]. 
Importantly, MBIR is much less susceptible to the streaking artifacts that occur when the view angles are 
sparse [10]. This is particularly important in security applications where there is a desire to field CT baggage 
scanners without rotating gantries that only can obtain sparse views.
The following projects have a collective goal of technologies that can ultimately increase the probability of 
detection and reduce the probability of false alarm for the detection of threats checked baggage scanning. 
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Our research effort during Year 5 focused on three major topics: CT Image Reconstruction, Automatic Target 
Recognition, and Fast Distributed Computation for CT Reconstruction.

A.1. Research on CT Image Reconstruction

The objective of this project is the improvement of MBIR in its specific application to security scanning. In 
particular, image artifacts such as streaking due to metal objects contained within baggage can result in 
mis-segmentation and mis-classification, thereby reducing the probability of detection and increasing the 
probability of false alarm. In this research, our goal is to improve image quality by a combination of improved 
models of the scanning process (i.e. forward model) and the object (i.e. prior model). 
In previous research, we have focused on better forward models of the scanner that better account for the 
difference in attenuation of metal versus other materials [9,11]. In the past year, we have focused on devel-
oping a general framework for the integration of advanced prior models into MBIR reconstruction based on 
the Plug and Play (P&P) algorithm [12-14]. Most recently, we have developed a generalization of P&P that we 
call consensus equilibrium (CE) [15]. The CE approach allows many models to be consistently integrated in 
order to solve a single problem. 
Moreover, the P&P and CE methods provide a framework for the integration of traditional physical models 
with data driven models such as the deep neural networks and convolutional neural networks (CNNs) that 
are finding such wide application [16]. Our research in this area has taken two directions. First, we have used 
the P&P framework to build prior image models that can be directly integrated into the MBIR framework 
[17]. Second, we have developed methods, which we call deep learning (DL)-MBIR, in which we train CNNs 
to approximately reproduce the results of MBIR [17,18]. This DL-MBIR approach has the potential to meet or 
possibly exceed the potential of MBIR with a fraction of the computational requirements.

A.2. Research on Segmentation and Automatic Target Recognition (ATR)

Automatic target detection and recognition from scanned images are essential in current pre-screening meth-
ods for checked baggage, reducing labor costs, and helping inform human judgment. Independent of success 
with advanced reconstruction/segmentation methods above, ATR research will be critical for high-volume 
image analysis. The objective of this portion of our work is to develop ATR systems that can robustly deal 
with inherent image artifacts and close proximity of multiple, similar materials [1, 2, 19]. We continually val-
idate new algorithms on large numbers of baggage scans.
Specific challenges addressed here are: 
• Enhancement of ATR with tools tailored specifically to CT metal artifacts: ATR for CT scans can be chal-

lenged by artifacts due to highly attenuating objects (e.g. metal) which present streaks in reconstruct-
ed images. Metal artifacts lead to poor segmentation and ambiguity in object recognition resulting in 
misdetection and false alarms in ATR. People have developed metal artifact reduction (MAR) methods, 
such as pre-processing for segmentation, but little research has been done to benefit MAR from accurate 
segmentation. Therefore, we have developed a joint MAR/segmentation method in a unified optimization 
framework toward synergistic effects. We demonstrated that the proposed joint approach had higher 
segmentation accuracy and more effective artifact reduction thereby improving ATR performance. 

• Adaptive ATR: Our goal is to develop ATR methods that can be quickly deployed to the field with new 
target information. Currently deployed ATR at the airport cannot be reconfigured according to the evolv-
ing risk. Those ATRs are trained to detect a specific set of threats and have been validated for multiple 
months. To tackle the challenges, we will adopt the advanced machine learning techniques for adaptive 
ATR. Specifically, we will use transfer learning where we update the existing trained classifier by fitting it 
into the new target definition. This transfer learning approach has enabled us to adapt target recognition 
with new risk information efficiently while preserving probability of detection and false alarms. 
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A.3. Research on Fast Distributed Computation for CT Reconstruction

While MBIR has been demonstrated to improve image quality, it also is very computationally demanding. In 
previous research, we have introduced new methods for mapping the MBIR algorithm to compute hardware 
that can dramatically increase computation speed [20-25]. In this project, we build on this previous research 
to design parallel computing systems that can dramatically speed reconstruction by introducing algorithms, 
which can parallelize MBIR reconstruction by breaking the problem of MBIR optimization into the optimiza-
tion of a sum of terms, each of which can be operated on by a separate cluster node [26]. This new algorithm, 
which is based on consensus equilibrium (CE) [15], not only reduces computation time through paralleliza-
tion, but just as importantly, it reduces the memory storage requirements per compute node. This makes it 
possible to perform large reconstructions in memory, which would otherwise not be possible. Most recently, 
we have used this CE framework for computing reconstructions from ceramic matrix composition (CMC) 
material from synchrotron data on the full Cori Xeon Phi Knights Landing supercomputer at the National En-
ergy Research Scientific Computing Center (NERSC) [27], one of the largest super-computers in the world. In 
this application, the CE framework is essential since it both allows MBIR to scale across the entire computer 
cluster, and it also reduces the memory requirements per compute node.

B. State of the Art and Technical Approach

B.1. Research on CT Image Reconstruction

The objective of this project is the improvement of MBIR in its specific application to security scanning. Be-
cause a major contributor to costly false alarms is poor image quality in the presence of the many metal 
objects that may be part of baggage or packed within it, our primary focus is a technique to automatically 
compensate for the beam hardening effect of metal [7]. The technique separates metal from other image con-
tent and models the total attenuation as a polynomial function of both the total attenuation in metal and the 
total in other materials. The coefficients of the polynomial, which will vary with the X-ray’s spectral shape, 
are estimated along with the image to allow the best fit to the sinogram data, eliminating some of the large 
inconsistencies due to beam hardening and other metal effects that force artifacts in images when attempting 
to match data.
A second thrust is the use of advanced prior models in image reconstruction problems that better capture the 
statistical aspects of real bags. One approach to this problem is to formulate a prior model that incorporates 
aspects of both segmentation of the target cross-section into distinct objects, as well as modeling the con-
tinuous density variation within each object. We developed such a model in [15], which can be incorporated 
as a prior distribution for image reconstruction; however, the restriction of prior models to fit into the tradi-
tional optimization framework of regularized inversion is a major restriction. In particular, the optimization 
framework does not allow for the use of prior models based on deep neural networks or more specifically, 
convolutional neural networks (CNNs), which have recently been shown to have breakthrough accuracy in 
application such as image classification and restoration [17].
Recently, we have developed general methods for directly integrating machine learning methods into MBIR 
prior models. We call this method Plug and Play (P&P) because it allows one to “plug in” any image denoising 
algorithm as a prior model in MBIR [12,13]. This allows algorithms such as CNNs trained to denoise images 
to be used as prior models in MBIR. In the past year, we have generalized the P&P method to a consensus 
equilibrium framework that allows for the fusion of a variety of both physics-based and data-driven models 
such as CNNs [15]. This CE framework will also be used in the research described in Section II.A.3.
One of the most exciting directions for our research is the possible replacement of traditional MBIR recon-
struction with CNNs specifically trained to approximate the MBIR result as shown in [17]. Currently, this is 
done by training a CNN to take as input the FBP image, and produce as output the MBIR image. This is done 
by training the CNN with pairs of images, (xn, yn),  where xn is the nth FBP image and yn is the nth MBIR image 
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both generated from the same data. We refer to this as DL-MBIR.
The DL-MBIR algorithm uses the FBP as input because the convolution of the CNN requires that the input and 
output data have the same spatial locality; however, one limitation of this framework is that the CNN does not 
have direct access to the original sinogram measurements, so that the results may be sub-optimal. In order 
to address this issue, in recent research we introduced a deep back-projection algorithm as illustrated in 
Figure 1 below [18]. In this architecture, the input is a tensor formed by a set of images each consisting of a 
back-projection of a single view. Consequently, the input tensor contains all the information associated with 
the full sinogram. The CNN then is trained to reconstruct the image from the back-projection tensor. Initial 
experimental results indicate that the method can be very effective for sparse view imaging problems.

B.2. Research on Segmentation and Automatic Target Recognition (ATR)

Our ATR system consists of several separate processing units, including image segmentation and target clas-
sification as illustrated in Figure 2.  In the following sections, we give descriptions of how we advanced each 
component of the proposed ATR system with computer vision algorithms.

Figure 1: Illustration of the Deep-Back Projection algorithm developed during the research. The input to the CNN is a 
tensor that contains all in the information in the original sinogram [24]. 
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B.2.a. Image Segmentation

CT image segmentation is challenging as raw images often contain artifacts, such as streaks, due to dense 
metal objects. While there has been a great deal of research focusing on metal artifact reduction (MAR) in the 
sinogram-domain, there have been very few attempts to solve the problem of segmenting raw CT images with 
image-domain processing [28-30]. In this research, we study the problem of metal artifact reduction as an 
image in-painting problem. Figure 3 shows the example of the proposed MAR in image-domain. Notice that 
we correct CT values only inside the object and MAR image is uniform without shading.

Even though CCL can separate objects in the bag very efficiently, it is not sufficient to separate highly clut-
tered objects due to tight packing because it does not take intensity information into account. Merged object 
separations are required on CCL results with the segmentation that utilizes intensity information; however, 

Figure 2: High-level overview of proposed ATR system: Given the CT image, we apply connected component labeling 
(CCL) after metal artifact reduction. We further divide identified the merged object with intensity-based segmenta-
tion. For each segmented object, we extract histogram features and feed them into a target classifier for final output. 
The target classifier is adaptively trained on a large database by ATR development system (ADS) given object require-
ment specifications (ORS). 

Figure 3: Image-domain processing for Metal Artifact Reduction: Given a CT image, we identify the metal streak mask 
by simulating beam-hardening effects from metal. Then, we apply a dictionary-learning based in-painting to correct 
CT values inside artifact masks from a clean dataset. 
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the intensity-based segmentation can lead to over-segmentation particularly on the thin structure. There-
fore, we identify the merged object by the number of peaks in the histogram and apply intensity-based seg-
mentation only for merged objects. Figure 4 shows the merged object separation results along with the direct 
multi-label segmentation. Notice that, due to the tight packing, CCL fails to split two different materials. Our 
proposed merged object separation with intensity-based segmentation can split those two materials in a box 
while preserving the thin structure. Therefore, the segmentation label is preferable for following ATR.

B.2.b.	 Target	Classification

For each segmented object, we need to determine whether it is a target or a non-target. For this task, we first 
need to transform the image data into the set of features that describe the properties of the segmented ob-
ject. Toward this end, we construct the high-dimensional features, based on a normalized histogram. Figure 5 
illustrates the benefit of our normalized histogram features. Figure 5, from left to right, shows the histograms 
of saline and a rubber object. Among high-dimensional normalized histogram features, the location at the 
peak of each histogram is most representative of the object of interest. This reflects that material density is 
a key factor to differentiate targets from non-target. It is worth noting that we do not use any shape informa-
tion for target classification.

Given the extracted features, we feed them into the classifier that determines whether the segmented object 
is a target or not. Toward this end, we use a k-nearest neighbor (kNN) classifier for supervised learning [31]. 
kNN infers the label for unseen testing example based on the distance to the training data. This kNN is very 
efficient in training with decision tree implementation. We use L-2 norm based distance indicators such as 

Figure 4: Merged object separation: CCL is limited to separate tightly packed objects. Our proposed intensity-based 
segmentation with merged object identification can split the merged object while preserving thin structures to pre-
vent over-segmentation.

Figure 5: Histogram features in training sets of saline object (left) and rubber object (right). Notice that the location 
of max histogram represents the material types of the object. This will be informative to differentiate target materials 
from non-targets. 
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Euclidean and Mahalanobis to define neighbors. In addition, we vary k (the number of neighbors) over train-
ing and find the best k via 10-fold cross-validation. 

B.2.c. Adaptive ATR

We adapt ATR according to the object requirement specifications. To achieve target PD/PFA specification, we 
tune the parameters in the target classifier with 10-fold cross-validation on a training dataset. Specifically, 
we find the best parameter that maximizes weighted PD for all objects of interests while matching target 
PFA. For min-mass and min-thickness specifications, we first apply a bulk/sheet classifier based on shape 
features. Then, we use simple thresholding to prune bulk objects less than min-mass and sheet objects less 
than min-thickness. This shape-based thresholding is developed to be robust on mis-segmentation due to CT 
noise. For density specification, we select the ground-truth objects according to median value. For example, 
we define the ground-truth as the objects whose median value is between rho min and rho max. In addition, 
we synthesize the normalized histogram by Gaussian modeling from selected ground-truth objects to deal 
with limited training dataset.

B.3. Research on Distributed Framework for Fast Iterative CT Reconstruction

Model-Based Image Reconstruction (MBIR) methods significantly enhance the quality of tomographic re-
construction in contrast to analytical techniques; however, the intensive computational time and memory 
required by MBIR limits its use for many practical real-time applications, but with increasing availability of 
parallel computing resources, distributed MBIR algorithms can overcome this limitation. 
We propose a novel approach called View-subset Parallelization that parallelizes Computed Tomography (CT) 
reconstruction across multiple loosely communicating nodes of a distributed memory system [22]. We parti-
tion the entire set of sinogram-views for a given object among the individual nodes of the distributed cluster. 
We formulate reconstruction as a consensus optimization problem. In such a formulation, every node renders 
a limited-view reconstruction from its own sparse subset of sinogram data, and through repeated centralized 
communication with other nodes, drives its individual reconstruction towards the true global solution.
In a standard implementation of Plug & Play or Multi-Agent Consensus Equilibrium (MACE), each sub-prob-
lem requires iterative optimization of its own, resulting in several nested iterations and consequently slow 
convergence. To overcome this limitation, we developed the concept of partial update (PU), where we solve 
each sub-problem inexactly. This accelerates the convergence of our distributed approach. The resulting al-
gorithm is called PUMACE (see Section B.3.a).
In addition, we show that we can decouple the data fidelity fit and denoising operations of the MACE ap-
proach, and consequently provide a framework wherein novel advanced priors or Plug-n-Play (PnP) priors 
can be incorporated. This provides the opportunity for better reconstruction quality, which in turn enables 
better segmentation.

B.3.a. View-subset Parallelization Approach

Figure 6 illustrates how view-subsets are generated. All sinogram-views of the same object slice are divided 
among N disjoint subsets in an interleaved manner. In this specific example, the total number of views, Nθ, is 
4, and N is 2. In general, when N is sufficiently large, each subset contains a very sparse subset of all views 
acquired.
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We shall refer to the reconstruction of the object from all Nθ views as the true reconstruction. Figure 7 depicts 
the intuition behind our approach of view-subset parallelization. Each of the N sparse view-subsets can be 
used to render a reconstruction of its own, albeit, of a relatively lower quality than the true reconstruction. 
We can choose any suitable sparse-view reconstruction method for the above, including Iterative Coordinate 
Descent (ICD) [5]. Intuitively, we wish to perform these N individual sparse-view reconstructions in parallel, 
and then somehow “fuse” them together to arrive at the true solution, as shown in Figure 7. A naive approach 
would be to merely average the N individual sparse-view reconstructions as an approximation to the true 
solution; however, such a simplistic approach would be far from the true reconstruction, especially when N 
is large. This is primarily because there is no consensus between the individual sparse-view reconstructions, 
and further, each one of them would be riddled with artifacts, particularly when dealing with real sinogram 
data. Therefore, a more sophisticated mathematical framework is required to both achieve parallelism across 
multiple view-subsets and yet, guarantee convergence to the true solution.
During the project period, we developed a practical algorithm for splitting up the reconstruction of view-sub-
sets across compute nodes, which we call partial update multi-agent consensus equilibrium (PUMACE) [21], 
and we used this algorithm to do large-scale reconstructions on Cori Xeon Phi Knights Landing supercomput-
er at the National Energy Research Scientific Computing Center (NERSC) [27].

                      

Figure 6: Generation of view-subsets. Sinogram-views are divided among multiple disjoint subsets in a round-robin 
fashion. In this example, four views of an object are split between two subsets.
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B.3.b. Mathematical Framework for View-Subset Parallelization 

The goal of our research is to take a large-scale CT reconstruction problem and to break into a set of loosely 
coupled MBIR reconstruction problems. In order to do this, we can first represent the complete MBIR prob-
lem in the form

where for each i, fi(x) is the portion of the MBIR reconstruction problem associated with the ith view subset. 
More specifically, we define

where yi is the data from the ith view subset, Ai is the projection operator for the ith view subset, and u(x) is 
the regularizing prior model for the MBIR reconstruction problem. So then the MBIR reconstruction is given 
by the minimization of the function f(x). 
In [15], we showed that the solution to this MBIR optimization problem is also the solution to the following 
set of consensus equilibrium equations for i = 1, ···, N,

where each function Fi(vi) is a proximal map given by

Figure 7: Intuition behind view-subset parallelization. Individual sparse-view reconstructions based on any technique 
including ICD, are rendered in parallel from each of the N view-subsets, and then combined to obtain the true solution.

Minimize , 
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and σλ > 0 is a parameter that can be selected arbitrarily, but that effects convergence speed. 
Intuitively, computing the solutions to the CE equations has the advantage that the solution to each proximal 
map optimization problem can be computed on a different compute node. More specifically, it can be shown 
that if we define the following operators

Then the CE equations can be compactly represented as (v*) = G(v*), where v* is then the solution to the CE 
equations. Once v* is known, then desired solution to the MBIR optimization problem is given by the average 
of each of its resulting components of v*.

It can be shown that the solution to the CE equations is also the solution to the following fixed-point problem.

where we define the operator T = (2G − I)(2F − I). Then the fixed point solution can be computed using the 
Douglas-Rachford algorithm given by

where again ρ is a user selectable parameter that effects convergence speed of the algorithm. Interestingly, 
when ρ = .05, this corresponds to the consensus ADMM algorithm [15].

B.3.c. Experimental Results on TO3 Data Set

We benchmark the convergence of our distributed view-subset approach using a serial baseline approach. 
This serial baseline approach is conventional ICD reconstruction using the complete set of views. The dis-
tributed view-subset approach is based on the PUMACE framework, where each partial update is computed 
using only one pass of ICD optimization. 
We measure computational time for reconstruction in units of equits rather than machine time. For the case 
of the serial baseline algorithm, we define one equit to be the computation associated with exactly one up-
date of all the pixels within the region of interest (ROI). In contrast, our distributed approach utilizes N paral-
lel processes, each owning �1⎻N�

th
of the total number of views. Therefore, in this case, a single update of all the 

voxels on a single node represents �1⎻N�
th

of an equit. 
For the baggage scan dataset, a convergence of 1% NRMSE corresponds to less than an RMSE of 10 HU 
(Hounsfield units), and is considered a tight metric of convergence. We use the fully converged reconstruc-
tion from the baseline approach as reference x*. 
We state that our distributed approach achieves convergence, if the merged result v� * in the PUMACE Algo-
rithm in Section B.3.a and Section B.3.b satisfies the condition NRMSE( v� *,  x*)< T, where T is a certain thresh-
old. In our experiments we set T=4% for the Iron Hydroxide Dataset, and T=5% for the Baggage Scan dataset. 

(2G − I)(2F − I)v* = v* ,

v k+1 = ρv k + (1− ρ)Tv k
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We measure speed-up of our distributed approach with N view-subsets, or equivalently N distributed nodes, 
as

The dataset used for reconstruction in Figure 8 is a baggage scan from the ALERT Task Order 3 dataset. It has 
720 views and 1024 detector channels. The reconstructed image is of size 512 × 512. Sub-figure (a) shows the 
reconstructed image with the serial baseline approach.  Sub-figure (b) shows that we are able to achieve the 
same solution by partitioning the problem among 16 processes (view-subsets) using the PUMACE approach. 

The method of PUCE can be extended to include non-proximal map prior models much like as with P&P 
methods. This allows one to incorporate denoising algorithms such as BM3D as prior models. Figure 9 il-
lustrates the use of novel priors such as BM3D. Sub-figure (a) shows the PUMACE reconstruction with 16 
processes and q-GGMRF prior. Sub-figure (b) shows the reconstruction with BM3D prior. This reconstruction 
retains smoothness in uniform regions and reduces streaking artifacts as highlighted in the encircled areas.

Figure 8: PUMACE reconstruction of ALERT Task Order 3 baggage. Sub-figure (a) shows the fully converged image 
from conventional serial reconstruction (using one processor). Sub-figure (b) shows the resulting reconstruction using  
PUMACE framework with 16 processors at 1% NRMSE.
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Figure 10 shows how the convergence of PUMACE varies with N, the number of processes (or view-sub-
sets). The y-axis of the semi-log plot is the NRMSE with respect to the true solution x* and the x-axis is the 
computational time in equits. At slightly lower NRMSE levels such as 2%, the convergence is almost uniform 
irrespective of N. At tighter NRMSE levels such as 1%, higher value of N requires more equits to converge. 
For example when N=1, it takes around 8 equits to achieve convergence to 1% NRMSE, while when N=16, it 
takes 11.65 equits to achieve convergence to same NRMSE level. Therefore, while increasing N provides more 
parallelism and consequently faster reconstruction, it takes more equits to converge. 

Figure 9: PUMACE reconstruction with 16 processors using PnP priors. Sub-figure (a) shows the reconstructed image 
using q-GGMRF prior. Sub-figure (b) shows the reconstructed image using BM3D prior, which has reduced streaking 
artifacts in the encircled areas.  

Figure 10: Semi-log plot showing how the convergence of PUMACE varies with the number of processors. 
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Figure 11 illustrates the scalability of our approach by plotting the speedup versus the number of view sub-
sets, N. The blue curve corresponds to our standard PUMACE approach, while the red curve corresponds to 
the case using a PnP prior model. First, note that we achieve convergence even at high values of , or, equiva-
lently when the views per subset are very sparse. We achieve convergence even when N=64, or equivalently, 
only 11 views per subset in this example. Second, note that while increasing N provides us higher speed-ups, 
the parallel efficiency reduces. In this case, we achieve a speed-up of approximately 21 when N = 64.

Figure 12 shows reconstructions of the individual view-subsets, vi*, i = 1, ..., N, and the merged consensus 
result v* at convergence. Note that while the individual sparse-view reconstructions have conspicuous arti-
facts, no such artifacts are present in the consensus result. This is because the artifacts in each vi* represent 
its disagreement with the consensus solution. Consensus optimization resolves these disagreements, and so, 
the merged consensus result is the true solution that is devoid of the above stated artifacts. The above notion 
is summarized mathematically by the second of the two MACE conditions in Section B.3.b.

Figure 11: Speed-up of the PUMACE algorithm compared to serial reconstruction, as the number of processors chang-
es. Higher number of processors provides more speed-up due to increased parallelism but with less efficiency.
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B.3.d Extreme-scale Consensus Equilibrium

In this research, we used the consensus equilibrium inversion engine (ACIE) to implement MBIR on the Na-
tional Energy Research Scientific Computing Center (NERSC). This supercomputer has 9,464 working nodes 
in total, and each node features 68 cores with 96-GB memory and 16-GB high bandwidth memory (in cache 
mode). Each core has a 32-KB private L1 data cache, and a 1-MB L2 cache shared among every two cores. 
Experimental results on a Ceramic Matrix Composite dataset show that the computations for ACIE are at least 
4.6 times more scalable, 2.4 times faster, and 4.1 times smaller communication overhead than the current 
state-of-the-art implementation.
Figure 13 summarizes how the consensus equilibrium method functions. In every iteration, each node is as-
signed a view-subset and minimizes fi(vi). Then, the consensus solution x is updated by merging sparse-view 
reconstructions, vi . If the consensus solution, x, is not the same as  then iterations repeat.

Figure 12: Converged PUMACE images from different processors. Sub-figures (a)-(c) depict vi* from 3 different proces-
sors i = 1, ..., 3, and sub-figure (d) shows w

_
*, the average of wi* over all N processors, i = 1, ..., N, where N = 16. The noise 

in (a)-(c) disappears in (d), since the condition u*
_

 = 0 is satisfied by PUMACE.
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To apply consensus equilibrium to extreme-scale MBIR, ACIE has the following hierarchical levels of paral-
lelism:

1. Parallelism among clusters. Each cluster of nodes minimizes a consensus equilibrium function, 
Fi(vi), with a view-subset, and the number of clusters equals to the number of view-subsets.

2. Parallelism among nodes in a cluster. Each node in the cluster updates its sub-volume in sparse-view 
reconstruction, vi .

3. Parallelism among cores. Each core updates a super-voxel (SV) in a sub-volume.
4. Parallelism among and across SIMD vectors of a core. Each SIMD vector updates a voxel- line within   

SV.
Parallelism among clusters: In a typical consensus optimization method, the master node updates the con-
sensus solution, x, while the remaining worker nodes update sparse-view reconstructions, vi ; however, such 
a centralized optimization algorithm has a large global communication overhead because the master node 
needs to wait for all worker nodes. To address this issue, the parallelism among clusters is a unique asyn-
chronous and distributed consensus optimization algorithm. It is asynchronous because each node is the 
worker and the master at the same time. In addition, communications are required only among a small group 
of nodes.
To implement this algorithm, we group nodes in a supercomputer into clusters, and each cluster updates a 
sparse-view reconstruction, vi , by minimizing a consensus equilibrium function. In addition, each node in a 
cluster is represented by a pair P(i, j), where i is the cluster it belongs to, and j is the node’s identity in the 
cluster. (i, j) also represents that the node receives the ith view-subset and updates the jth sub-volume in the 

Figure 13: Shows the logical flow of the consensus equilibrium method. Notice that the consensus solution, x, has sig-
nificantly better image quality than sparse-view reconstructions, v1 and v2.
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sparse-view reconstruction, vi . Figure 14 shows an example of how two clusters communicate in the merging 
operation, and P(1,2) updates v1’s second sub-volume, which is depicted in white. In every iteration, each 
cluster updates its assigned sparse- view reconstructions. Then, nodes in different clusters but with the same 
identity, j, merge their assigned sub-volumes in the sparse-view reconstructions into the jth sub-volume in the 
consensus solution, x. In the example of Figure 14, nodes with the same j are assigned with sub-volumes that 
have the same color. When v1 and v2 are updated, sub-volumes with the same color in v1 and v2 are simultane-
ously merged to the same color sub-volume in x.
In this level of parallelism, each node is a worker by updating a sub-volume in vi , but also functions as a 
master by updating the corresponding sub-volume in x through the merging operation. In addition, com-
munication overhead in the merging operation are required only among nodes that have the same identity, 
j, thereby greatly reducing the parallel overhead. Experimental results show that the asynchronous updates 
in ACIE reduce the communication overhead by 4.1 times compared to the previous state-of-the-art NU-PSV 
algorithm [25].

Figure 15 shows results from the application of the ACIE method to the reconstruction of a Ceramic Matrix 
Composite (CMC) dataset, imaged using the synchrotron at Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory when 
the CMC was heated to 1200°c for mechanical testing. CMCs are a composite material that are much tougher 
and more light-weight than metal alloys that are of interest for the next-generation aviation turbine engine 
blades, as well as jet engine hot components for NASA space shuttles and deep space exploration.
The CMC dataset sinogram size is 2560x2366x1024, where 2560x2366 is the X-ray detector size, and 1,024 
is the number of view angles. The image reconstruction for the CMC dataset contains 2366 slices, and each 
slice is a 1280x1280 image with a voxel resolution of 2:6323 μm3. A zoom-in picture of a representative re-
constructed slice is shown in Figure 1. The image on the left is a region in a slice reconstructed by FBP, and 
the image on the right is the same region reconstructed by ACIE. Notice that the FBP reconstruction has much 
more noise, and the ACIE/MBIR reconstruction has better image quality with less noise. Therefore, material 
scientists can better examine the micro-structure of CMCs by using ACIE reconstruction.

Figure 14: Shows how two clusters communicate in ACIE. When both sparse-view reconstructions v1 and v2 are updated, 
the same color sub-volumes in v1 and v2 are merged to the same color sub-volume in x.
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C. Major Contributions

C.1. CT Image Reconstruction

We developed methods for incorporating advanced prior models into MBIR. We also took our first steps to 
the creation of CNN algorithms that have the potential to achieve similar or even better quality than MBIR 
with reduced computational requirements.
• Introduced framework for advance prior modeling in MBIR reconstruction by using Plug & Play frame-

work. This was demonstrated to result in improved reconstruction image quality.
• Introduced DL-MBIR framework for using deep learning CNNs to rapidly reconstruct approximations to 

the MBIR image.
• Introduced method for directly computing sparse view reconstructions from sinogram data using a deep 

back projection algorithm. 

C.2. Research on Segmentation and Automatic Target Recognition (ATR)

We have developed and implemented a new ATR system for CT baggage scans that adapted the advanced 
image segmentation, feature extraction, and target classification in computer vision to a particular security 
screening CT system. The major contributions are listed in the following:
• Image segmentation

 ○ MAR in image domain

 ○ Multi-label segmentation on merged objects

• Feature extraction
 ○ Normalized high-dimensional histogram bins

• Target classification
 ○ Adaptive training with new specifications

(b)(a)

Figure 15: (a) Shows a zoom-in region of an example slice reconstructed by FBP. Each circle in the porous structure rep-
resents ceramic fiber in the ceramic matrix composite (CMC), and the dark ring within each circle represents boron fiber 
coating for CMC. (b) Shows the same region reconstructed by MBIR.
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Evaluation using a realistic set of passenger baggage scans demonstrated significant quality improvement in 
terms of Probability of Detection (PD) and Probability of False Alarm (PFA). The proposed segmentation al-
gorithm splits the merged objects by tight packing and corrects the partial loss due to the metal artifacts. Our 
classification help to differentiate targets from non-targets, thus decreasing false alarms. These are all factors 
that can lead to improved target detection in ATR systems. During Year 5, we have expanded our application 
of ATR adaptive to new target specification. We have also developed methods for synthesizing dataset for 
unknown material.

C.3. Research for Fast Distributed Computation for CT Reconstruction

We developed a generalization of the P&P method that allows MBIR reconstructions to be distributed across 
multiple nodes in a large-scale computing cluster.
• Introduced CE method for distributed computing of MBIR reconstructions on large scale clusters

 ○ Reduced computation time

 ○ Decreased per node memory requirements

• Implemented distributed CE reconstruction method on large-scale NERSC supercomputer at Lawrence 
Livermore National Laboratory

D. Milestones

The following milestones from the Year 5 Work Plan were achieved:
• Advanced adaptive ATR algorithms: We worked on the creation of adaptive ATR algorithms that can be 

configured for different target scenarios. Our adaptive ATR could be customized for various specifica-
tions including target PD/PFA, min-mass/min-thickness, relative weights on multiple targets, and un-
seen materials without CT scan. 

• CE algorithms for massive parallelization of tomographic reconstructions: We developed a class of algo-
rithms which we call PUCE/ACIE that use the consensus equilibrium framework to compute the solution 
to either traditional MBIR or P&P problems on a distributed cluster of computers. We also demonstrated 
the use of these algorithms on large-scale computers with real CT data sets.

E. Future Plans (Year 6)

In the following year, we plan to build on our previous successes in three major areas: faster/better recon-
struction algorithms; better segmentation algorithms; and better classification algorithms. Below we detail 
our plans in these three critical areas.
Specific challenges to be addressed here are: 
• Faster/Better CT reconstruction using deep learning: We will use a deep learning approach to build fast 

algorithms that reproduce near MBIR reconstruction quality using must faster CNN computations. These 
algorithms, which we collectively refer to as DL-MBIR have the potential to dramatically reduce the com-
putation required for fielding MBIR in security scanners. Specifically, a CNN will be trained from FBP and 
MBIR reconstructions of the same scan data to generate a function that maps the FBP to the MBIR. The 
trained CNN will be then applied to any FBP to produce an MBIR-equivalent image, without the computa-
tionally expensive iterative optimization in MBIR. Besides FBP and MBIR image pairs, the DL-MBIR can be 
generalized to any desired target behavior for the output of the processing such metal artifact reduction.

• Deep Learning for CT Image Segmentation/Metal Artifact Reduction: CNN segmentation methods have 
the potential to learn the structure of CT image artifacts so that more accurate segmentations can be 
formed by imperfect reconstructions. We have developed joint segmentation/metal artifact reduction 
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methods incorporating image-domain processing based on dictionary learning in-painting. While these 
have shown promise, we believe that CNN processing can result in improved CT Segmentation/ MAR 
leading to better feature extraction and target detection. In the coming year, we plan to build a database 
of reconstruction (FBP) images based on the TO3 dataset, and design a CNN to accurately segment them.

• Deep Learning Target Classification: Current KNN/SVM classifiers in our ATR system achieved approxi-
mately 90% Probability Detection and 10% False Alarm Rates even for very challenging scenarios with 
various object specifications. We will further improve the target classification performance by using ad-
vanced deep neural networks (e.g. fully connected neural networks). In addition, we will investigate gen-
erative adversarial networks to synthesize normalized histograms on unknown target materials.

III. RELEVANCE AND TRANSITION

A. Relevance of Research to the DHS Enterprise

Our research aims to improve the PFA/PD tradeoff for detection of explosives in checked baggage though the 
adaption of MBIR algorithms in airport security systems. Below is a list of accomplishments during the prior 
years of funding that serve to either improve image quality of reconstruction or reduce reconstruction time.
Our recent publications indicate that:

1. Beam hardening artifacts can be substantially reduced even when imaging a diverse set of materials 
by adaptive estimation of the beam hardening function.

2. Joint metal artifact reduction/segmentation was shown to reduce metal artifacts by 27% and re-
duced segmentation error by 47%.

3. 2D SV-ICD reconstruction algorithms reduced computation time by a factor of 17x on a single core 
processor and 187x on a 20 core processor.

4. 3D SV-ICD reconstruction reduced data set reconstruction time by a factor of 182x on one 20 core 
node and a factor of 637x on 10 nodes as compared to existing state-of-the-art parallel reconstruc-
tion algorithms. This resulted in a total reconstruction time of 10secs on 120 slices of the data set 
generated as part of the ALERT Task Order: Research and Development of Reconstruction Advances 
in CT-Based Object Detection Systems.

B. Potential for Transition

Research done in the form of the ALERT transition task and also the Task Order study indicates that MBIR 
reconstruction can reduce the PFA at a specific PD, thereby reducing cost in TSA screening of checked bag-
gage; however, a barrier to adoption of this technology is the high computational cost of computing MBIR 
reconstructions. In addition, we believe that MBIR and iterative reconstruction methods more generally can 
play a critical role in security scanners that require sparse view reconstruction, such as those that do not use 
rotating gantries. 
We envision two paths to transition of MBIR technology. One path is to increase the speed of MBIR recon-
struction though more effective parallelization and mapping to modern computing hardware such as GPUs 
and FPGA. A second is the fast computation of approximate MBIR results using machine learning methods 
such as convolutional neural networks (CNNs).

C. Data and/or IP Acquisition Strategy

As part of our research in SV-ICD algorithms, we have filed two patents through Purdue University, which 
we believe could be of important value in commercializing this technology among vendors who produce 
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either checked or carry-on baggage scanners. One patent was filed on 2018-01-05 (US patent application 
US20180025514A1) the second patent was filed on 2016-07-03 (US patent application 15063054). The first 
is for the SV-ICD algorithm as disclosed in the associated super-computing and PPoPP publications [23-25]. 
The second is for the FPGA implementation of related algorithms speedups as disclosed in [22]. In addition, 
we have filed patent applications for our concepts in DL-MBIR, which we believe have important value in 
transportation security applications.

D. Transition Pathway 

In addition, we have created a small company, High Performance Imaging, with the specific goal of develop-
ing and commercializing the SV-ICD technology for MBIR reconstruction. HPI received DHS funding through 
a SBIR Phase I (2014-09-01 through 2015-02-28) and II (2015-07-22 through 2017-08-05), and through an 
AS&E subcontract (2017-07-31 through 2017-05-01). As part of this commercialization effort, we are talking 
with vendors about the use of our technology, but do not have any specific pathway established yet. We are 
also using HPI as a vehicle to commercialize our algorithms in other related industries such as NDE for in-
spection of additively manufactured parts as part of the Metals Affordability Initiative (MAI). While this is not 
directly a DHS application, we hope that the technology developed in these related efforts may help mature 
the technology so that it can be more easily transition to the DHS applications.

E. Customer Connections

Currently, we are working to transition our technology both through High Performance Imaging and through 
direct collaborations with DHS vendors such as Analogic that would focus on advanced algorithms for CT 
image segmentation in the presence of reconstruction artifacts.

IV. PROJECT ACCOMPLISHMENTS AND DOCUMENTATION 

A. Peer Reviewed Journal Articles 

Pending - 
1. D. Ye, P. Jin, C. Bouman. “Joint Metal Artifact Reduction and Segmentation of CT Images.” In prepara-

tion to IEEE Transactions in Image Processing, 2018.

B. Peer Reviewed Conference Proceedings

1. Sridhar, V., Buzzard, G.T., & Bouman, C.A. “Distributed Framework for Fast Iterative CT Reconstruc-
tion from View-Subsets.” Proceedings of IS&T Electronic Imaging Conference, May 2018.

Pending - 
1. Wang, X., Sridhar, V., Ronaghi, Z., Thomas, R., Deslippe, J., Parkinson, D., Buzzard, G.T., Midkiff, S.P., 

Bouman, C.A., & Warfield, S.K. “Consensus Equilibrium Method for Extreme-Scale CT Iterative Recon-
struction.” Submitted to 2018 ACM/IEEE Conference on Supercomputing.

2. D. H. Ye, G. T. Buzzard, M. Ruby, and C. A. Bouman, “Deep Back Projection for Sparse-View CT Recon-
struction,” submitted to the IEEE GlobalSIP Conference.

C. Student Theses or Dissertations Produced from This Project

1. Wang, X. “High Performance Tomography.” PhD, ECE, Purdue University, August 2017. 
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2. Brewer, R, “Iterative Reconstruction in Multispectral Computed Tomography”, MSEE, University of 
Notre Dame, August 2017.
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